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Do you watch sports? If you do, do you think about them differently? What about the connection 

between politics and sports? Politics and sports have always had a connection but in recent times 

that connection has become more poignant and more topical. The NBA and social justice have 

become a hot topic as of late. Some think that it is good that the NBA is focusing on social 

justice while others think that it's not a good idea. Let’s explore how well whether the NBA 

should be promoting social justice or not.  

 

The NBA has announced it's current commitments. According to nba.com the NBA’s official 

website, “The NBA and its players have agreed to immediately establish a social justice 

coalition, with representatives from players, coaches and governors, that will be focused on a 

broad range of issues, including increasing access to voting, promoting civic engagement, and 

advocating for meaningful police and criminal justice reform.” The NBA is showing that they 

are committed to organizing and forming a more safe and active place. The NBA has been using 

its platform to promote and address social justice issues such as the empowerment of the black 

community and voting. This is a very good and important thing for the NBA to be doing. This is 

because the NBA is very popular and has a lor of reach and influence in the communities where 

they want to see change happening. The NBA is a unique position to get community members 

involved and make changes. 

 

https://www.nba.com/article/2020/08/28/nba-npba-joint-statement-social-justice#:~:text=The%20NBA%20and%20its%20players,meaningful%20police%20and%20criminal%20justice


“Locally, the Los Angeles Clippers said The Forum will be a voting center from Oct. 24 through 

Nov. 3. Dodger Stadium will also be the site of a voting center backed by the LeBron James 

“More Than A Vote” organization.” The NBA is providing active outlet and helping the issues 

that they are protesting. They are protesting for social justice while providing active outlets for 

people to become involved in the social justice movement. 

 

The NBA statement continues to say, “In every city where the league franchise owns and 

controls the arena property, team governors will continue to work with local elections officials to 

convert the facility into a voting location for the 2020 general election to allow for a safe 

in-person voting option for communities vulnerable to COVID.  If a deadline has passed, team 

governors will work with local elections officials to find another election-related use for the 

facility, including but not limited to voter registration and ballot receiving boards.” The NBA is 

using its real estate and platform to give voice to people through voting and to support the voting 

process in a safe way. The organization is being clear about what actions will and are being 

taken. 

 

“The NBA has also agreed to create advertising that will appear during each NBA playoff game 

to promote greater civic engagement in national and local elections, and to raise awareness about 

voting access.” The NBA is being very vocal about what it is promoting through in-game 

advertisements and sponsorships. 

 



Some people do not think the NBA should be involved in social justice. One reason they give to 

support their position is that there are no guidelines for what gets to be promoted and advertised 

on jerseys. Their concern is that without guidelines people could put harmful or offensive 

messages on their jerseys. Where is the line drawn? What position is the NBA in to make these 

conclusions about what people can and can't promote? Based on the evidence I have accumulated 

I believe at this moment in time it is more important that the NBA is putting itself out there than 

having strict promotion guidelines. 

 

With the evidence I have gathered I believe that promoting social justice is something that the 

NBA should be doing and they are doing it well. 
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